
CRASH BASH
London, May 2000, Sony Computer Entertainment Europe is pleased to announce
the return of Crash and his friends in the sure fire hit of Christmas - Crash Bash.

Scheduled for release in December 2000, Crash Bash sees Crash and his friends
(and foes) back for more fun and games.    They’re ready to ride, race, jump and
battle it out to the finish.    It’s a “win at all costs” competition that tests your skills,
agility and perseverance.    

Crash  Bash  is  an  arena-based  battle  game  consisting  of  seven  four-player
competitive  events.      Select  from 8  different  characters  including  Crash,  Coco,
Dingodile, Tiny, N. Cortex and N. Brio.

World peace is about to be disrupted once again as the forces of good and evil
clash.    Aku Aku and Uka Uka call upon their teams to battle it out and determine
who shall seal the fate of the world once and for all.    Let the games begin!

 Action Extravaganza!    The gameplay will vary between fast-paced, intense,
head-to-head battles to adrenaline-rushing races for points.    You’ll have to think
fast and play fast and do whatever it takes to win!    

 All-time favorite characters - get ready to rumble. Select from Crash, Coco,
Dingodile, Tiny, N. Cortex and N. Brio.

 Variety of  Play Modes –  Adventure,  Battle  and Tournament  modes deliver
nothin’ but fun!    Take on the CPU in Solo or Team play or plug in the Multi Tap
and  show  your  friends  who’s  really  top  bandicoot!      Change  your  difficulty
setting from Normal, Hard, Expert and Ultimate – are you ready?

 More than 30 competitive events will keep you playing for days!    
 Tons of moves –  walk,  run,  kicks,  spins,  pick  and throw,  jump,  shoot,  ride

vehicles and animals, etc.    
 Get Ready, Set, Go!     Training Area keeps you in shape and prepares you for

the most intense, exhilarating battle of a lifetime!
 Enjoy signature Crash-style gameplay with animated characters, humorous

antics,  animated  actions,  brilliant  and  vivid  worlds,  frantic  battles,  heart
pumping chases, exploration, adventure and puzzles – a game that’s fun for the
entire family!

 Hidden Bonus Levels will add a whole new dimension to the game!

Visit our website:

www.playstation-europe.com

Genre:     3D Arena-based Battle Players:    1 - 4 players    
Peripherals:    Multi Tap, DUALSHOCK™ analog controller, Memory Card    

*    Title to be confirmed

http://www.playstation-europecom/


Developer:    Eurocom

*    Title to be confirmed


